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Overview

▪ The trouble trifecta:
1. Aging assets
2. Downturn in the industry
3. New financial assurance requirements

▪ Bankruptcy impacts on:
1. The debtor oil & gas company
AND
2. Predecessors/co-operators
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BOEM
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BOEM
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Gulf of Mexico

▪ 2010 – 2014
– 200 wells decommissioned each year

▪ 2015
– 145 wells decommissioned

▪ 2016
– Only 64 structures removed

WHY?
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Cost: Shallow Water Structures

▪ $500K to $4 million
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Cost: Deep Water Structures

▪ $4 million plus $2 billion for North Sea
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Cost

▪ Per-year rise in decommissioning costs
– 2015: Costs were $2.4 billion
– 2040: Expected costs are $13 billion
▪ Increase of 540%

▪ More than 600 structures decommissioned
in the next 5 years
▪ 2000 projects decommissioned between
2021 and 2040 – $210 billion

WHY?
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Offshore Assets Are Aging

▪ Decommissioning of large, complex platforms
more expensive
▪ Lack of adequate decommissioning
technologies

▪ BOEM "idle iron" policy
– Unprofitable wells dismantled at end of useful lives
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Downturn in the Industry

▪ Cash-strapped companies delaying spending
money on P&A
▪ While number of shut in wells increased,
decommissioning decreased

▪ Older assets operating at significantly reduced
margins – unprofitable to operate.
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Financial Assurance Becomes a Problem

▪ Several bankruptcies showed companies had
inadequate financial assurance
▪ ATP
– Pre-bankruptcy BOEM sought to significantly increase
ATP bond requirements
– ATP took on many decommissioning obligations through
"decommissioning trusts"
– Still not enough money – Anadarko – predecessor lessor
paid $100 million in decommissioning obligations
– Government feared it (ultimately taxpayers) would foot
the bill
Dallas / Houston / Austin
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Previous Financial Assurance Requirements

▪ General surety bonds
– $50K to $3 million depending on type of activity plus
supplemental bonds

▪ If company had $65 million net worth, and did
not have P&A liabilities greater than half of net
worth, then:
– Exempt from posting "supplemental bonds"
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September 12, 2016: New Financial Assurance Requirements

▪ Changed way BOEM calculates financial
strength and reliability
▪ Requires more capital and resources per well
to cover decommissioning costs
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Industry Analysts Predict "Trifecta"

▪ Aging assets and rising decommissioning
costs
▪ Industry downturn
▪ New financial assurance requirements will
cause drilling and service industries to lose $9
billion in next 10 years
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Bankruptcy Impacts

▪ Will not allow operator to ignore
decommissioning requirements and
environmental health & safety obligations
▪ Will not allow bankrupt debtor to abandon
wells; obligations continue post-petition
"A debtor’s obligation to expend funds to bring the estate into compliance with a
state health and safety law is not contingent upon whether the obligation arose
before or after the bankruptcy filing. State law imposes a continuing duty to plug the
wells at issue. That continuing state law health and safety duty makes the plugging
obligation a post-petition obligation that has pre-petition antecedents. Accordingly,
with respect to these environmental liabilities, whether the liability arose pre-petition
or post-petition produces an analysis that is superficial. The analysis must focus not
on just when the obligation arose, but whether the obligation continues to arise
anew with the passage of each day." – American Coastal
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Bankruptcy Impacts

▪ Predecessors have obligation to pay any
obligation which "accrued" even if BOEM
approves assignment
▪ Early court opinions allowed predecessor to
contract away that obligation
– Most donot

▪ Predecessors who have not paid
decommissioning obligations of bankrupt
debtor have no bankruptcy claim – contingent
claim
Dallas / Houston / Austin
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Bankruptcy Impacts

▪ Decommissioning obligations during
bankruptcy are "actual and necessary"
expenses which allows an administrative claim
▪ Any predecessor who actually pays for P&A
obligations can have administrative claim
▪ ATP – converted to Chapter 7
– Anadarko, through its administrative claim, only
recovered 1% of $100 million it spent

Dallas / Houston / Austin
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How to Protect Predecessor/Co-Operator

▪ Black Elk Energy Offshore – excellent example
– Merit Management Partners – assigned leases to Black Elk
– PSA – $60 million put in P&A escrow and Merit got a security interest in
the escrow
– Merit retained right to come in and conduct P&A if government required
and Black Elk failed
– Got contractor to agree to "fixed price" for conducting P&A
– Black Elk to conduct P&A, but if unable, issue promissory notes to Merit
for amount spent from fund

– Merit secured new promissory notes by cash collateral held by third
party bonding companies
– Merit then reimburse P&A escrow from money obtained from bonding
company
Dallas / Houston / Austin
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Stay Tuned for Administrative Action

Trump Administration Regulatory Rollbacks
April 28, 2017
President Trump issued Executive Order 13795
Directed the Department of the Interior to re-examine recent limitations on
offshore oil and gas development

May 1, 2017
Then-Secretary Zinke issued Secretarial Order 3350
Instructed BOEM to review the NTL 2016-No1 and report on options for
revising or rescinding it
As of July 30, 2019, the NTL remains active and no report has been made
public
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Stay Tuned
Tuned for
for Administration
Administrative Action
Stay
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Questions/Comments?

Ruth Brenton
Munsch Hardt Kopf & Harr, P.C.
700 Milam Street, Suite 2700
Houston, TX 77002
Office: 713.222.4077
rbrenton@munsch.com
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Decommissioning of
Onshore Oil and Gas Wells
Strafford Webinar August 6,
2019
Scott D. Deatherage
S Deatherage Law, PLLC
scott@sdeatheragelaw.com
Office 214.983.1218 Mobile 214.356.0979

Scott D. Deatherage
S Deatherage Law, PLLC
2101 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 10500
Dallas, Texas 75201
Office: 214-983-1218
Mobile: 214-356-0979
scott@sdeatheragelaw.com
Harvard Law School, 1987, cum laude; Articles
Editor, Harvard Environmental Law Review
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Decommissioning or Plugging and
Abandonment Regulations OnShore—Texas Example

Outline

Who Is Liable for Plugging and
Abandoning Costs?
Who is Liable If Assets Are
Transferred?
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Texas as Example

 Texas requires plugging and abandonment of oil and gas
wells, injection wells, disposal wells, and shut in wells.
 Statewide Rule 14(b)(2) requires the plugging and
abandonment of each inactive well within one year after
operations have ceased.
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Required well operators to file annual
reports on inactive wells.

2009 Texas
Legislation

Reports must be filed to continue as an
operator of wells in Texas subject to Texas
Railroad Commission (TRC—the regulatory
agency governing oil and gas wells in
Texas)
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 Applies to ”inactive” wells

When Do the
Plugging and
Abandonment
Rules Apply?

 Inactive means it is not a “producing”
well
 A producing well is one that
 Produces five barrels of oil each
month, or
 Has produced one barrel each
month for at least 12 months.

 16 Tex. Admin. Code Sec. 3.15
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 Inactive less than 5 years, operator required
to disconnect electricity to well

Removal of
Surface
Facilities

 Inactive at least 5 years but less than 10
years as of your next P-5 renewal date,
operator must also purge all fluids from
tanks, pipes, and vessels

 Inactive 10 years or longer must remove all
surface equipment and related piping,
tanks, tank batteries, pump jacks,
headers, fences and firewalls; close all
open pits; and remove all junk and trash
 16 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §3.15
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An extension may be granted by the Texas Railroad
Commission (TRC) if

Additional
Requirements
for Extension
for Landbased Wells

•
•
•
•

Well is in compliance with all laws and TRC rules;
Well and associated facilities not a pollution hazard;
The operator’s organization report is current and active; and
Upon request by the TRC, the operator provides evidence of a
good faith claim to operate the well.

Completion of required surface equipment
cleanup/removal and certification on TRC Form W-3X
Application for extension and qualification for
plugging
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Individual Well Options
 Abeyance of Plugging Report covering the inactive well plus $250 fee
 Enhanced oil report project status (if eligible)
 H-15 well test (if eligible) plus $125 fee
 Additional financial security
 Escrow deposit (10% of “cost calculation”)
 “Cost Calculation”—estimated plugging cost based on the average per-foot cost,
by district, for state funded plugging operations in the previous fiscal year,
multiplied by the well depth according to TRC records.
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Amount of performance bond, letter of
credit, or cash deposit required from
operators of oil and gas wells:
0 to 10 wells
11 to 99 wells
100 wells or more

$25,000
$50,000
$250,000

Amount of
Financial
Security
Required of
Operators of
Wells
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Ten percent of the wells of
the operator are plugged and
restored
Blanket additional financial
security

“Blanket”
Options

If public traded operator,
secured creditor status
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May be plugged
or brought back
to production by
current operator

Brought back to
production by
new operator

Surface owner
may plug the
well

Railroad
commission
may plug the
well

”Orphaned
Wells”
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TCR uses
funds from as
state account
to close
“orphan
wells.”

 From 2003-2017, the TRC plugged 19,331
orphaned wells.
 In 2017, the TRC spent $21,651,484 to plug
orphaned wells.
 Improperly or leaking wells previously
plugged, may be addressed by the TRC.
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 TRC power to require plugging of wells
 May seek up to $10,000 per day for
violation of TRC regulations

Enforcement

 Generally, first sends notice prior to
filing enforcement action
 TRC may decide not to renew the
operator’s Organization Report,
without which the operator may not
conduct any drilling or other operation
activities within the State.
 Can take action to recover plugging
costs from certain parties.
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 Plugging liability is imposed on the
“operator” of the well

Operator
Liability and
Personal
Liability

 “Operator” is defined as “a person who
assumes the responsibility for the physical
operation and control of a well as shown by
a form the person files with” the TRC and
approved by the TRC.
 Courts have imposed liability on directors
and shareholders of an operator entity
where they manipulated the corporate
form to escape their statutory duties as a
sham to perpetuate a fraud on the State.
Love v. State, 317 S.W.3d 812 (Tex. App.—
Austin 1998, pet. Denied).
 Dissolved corporations may be pursued up
to three years after dissolution.
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If the operator fails to plug wells, the non-operators may be
held liable.

Non-Operator
Liability

”Non-operator” is defined as “a person who owns a working
interest in a well at the time the well is required to be plugged
pursuant to [TRC] rules and is not an operator.”
The Texas Natural Resources Code specifically carves out of
the liability provision royalty interest owners and overriding
royalty interest owners from the definition of “operator” and
“non-operator.”
Landowners generally are not liable if they are not ”operators”
or ”non-operators.”
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A selling operator remains responsible for plugging wells until
the TRC recognizes the change in ownership.

Who Is Liable
if the Wells Are
Transferred to
Another
Party?

A selling operator should confirm the buyer is in good
standing with the TRC and the TRC is likely to approve the
transfer of ownership and responsibility for the well or wells.
The purchasing operator has six months from the date the
TRC approves the transfer to comply with surface removal
rules, unless an extension or some other form of relief is
granted by the TRC.
Unless the well or wells are brought into compliance with the
surface removal rules, the TRC may not approve any further
transfers.
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Contractual
Steps to
Reduce
Liability

 Releases and indemnities in purchase and sale
and assignment agreements may be used to
try to reduce the potential liability of selling
operators or working interest owners.
 Of course such contractual provisions are only
as valuable as the financial wherewithal of the
purchasing party.
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 Texas has a very strict “express negligence rule”.
Coverage of a party’s own negligence or strict liability
claims must be specifically stated in releases and
indemnities.

Express
Negligence
Rule in Texas

 Example:
 THE INDEMNITY IN THIS PARAGRAPH SHALL
APPLY WHETHER OR NOT THE NEGLIGENCE OF
ANY OF THE INDEMNIFIED PARTIES IS
ALLEGED OR PROVEN AND WHETHER OR NOT
SUCH CLAIMS ARE BASED ON NEGLIGENCE
(INCLUDING ACTIVE, PASSIVE, SOLE, JOINT OR
CONCURRENT NEGLIGENCE) OR STRICT
LIABILITY WHETHER UNDER STATUTES,
REGULATIONS, CODES, ORDINANCES, RULES,
COMMON LAW, OR OTHERWISE.
 Bold and all caps is recommended for express
negligence provisions.
 Strict liability claims should be included.
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Decommissioning Energy Assets:
Risk Management and Mitigation
Bonnie L. Heiple
August 6, 2019

W ILMERHALE

Deal Structure
•

Stock purchase vs. asset transfer

•

Which assets are transferred? Which carved out?

•

Law on successor liability in relevant jurisdiction

•

Representations and warranties

•

Covenants
•

•

Agreements to perform certain actions pre- or post-closing

Indemnities
•

Seller covers liabilities arising from breach of representations
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Environmental Risk Transfer Agreements
• Environmental liabilities transferred from one party to another
• Transferee assumes clean-up responsibilities
• Agreement specifies:
• Known environmental conditions
• Policies on access and cooperation at the site(s)
• Role of insurance
• Dispute resolution procedures
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Insurance
• Pollution Legal Liability (PLL) insurance
• Fixed site coverage
• Covers liability arising from unknown environmental conditions
• Clean-up Cost Cap (CCC) insurance
• Covers cost overruns for remediation of known environmental conditions
• Essentially disappeared from market after 2011
• Potential comeback of second-generation CCC
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Thank You
Bonnie L. Heiple, Counsel
bonnie.heiple@wilmerhale.com
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